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DISCLAIMER

For a Better Investment Understanding

Any statements stated explicitly or implicitly in this paper do not, in any way, intend to create or give effect to any parts of a
contractual relationship. The information presented in this whitepaper is a presentation. This White Paper's available content is not
intended to be professional, financial, or investment advice.

By accessing the current information or engaging in any purchase, investment, sale regarding GREENARK, you declare and
warrant that the distribution or dissemination of the current information, any portion or any copy of it, or the acceptance of the
same by you, is not prohibited or restricted by any applicable laws, regulations or rules in your jurisdiction and where
possession restrictions are applicable, you have reviewed and complied with all such restrictions at your own expense and
agreed that responsibility is accepted that creates no liability for GREENARK.

The future prospects of the company are among the forward-looking statements included in the current paper, any press release or other
publicly available venue, as well as any oral remarks made during the presentation of this White paper or its associated materials. By
stating that, you acknowledge that actual outcomes, performances, or accomplishments may be far different from what was predicted in
this study.

In order for future GREENARK coin owners to fully assess the project and decide whether or not they would like to take part in the
GREENARK coin sale, this paper's objective is to present pertinent information to them. This Whitepaper does not constitute an offer to
sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy securities in any country where such solicitations or offers are prohibited. Only accredited investors
are eligible for the GREENARK Coin pre-sale for US citizens.

GREENARK is not a security coin, and its owners are not shareholders, if this coin will be classified as a security, it may be subject to 
certain restrictions i mposed by your country of residence.



OVERVIEW

GREENARK EMBRACES THE CHANGE F OR A BETTER FUTURE

The best way to predict the future is to take the step to design it.

Enhanced Future

Crypto world is into a transformation and passing 
through reassesment. We see the next level as an 

opportunity to promote a sustainable living with the 

bright future of GREENARK, as GREENARK 

concentrated on the wasted resources of our world 
and has provided a better and more effective answer 

with an abundance plant, the hemp. The seed to 

spoon all-in-one application for the supply chain with 

a low carbon economy with smart farming modules 
will server for the survival of the greenest

Be er Infrastructure

In the paper there will be an introduction to the 
Greenchain blockchain network and its new wallet 

architecture, as well as an explanation of how the 

Greenchain consensus and its creative, smart, and 

multi-layered ecosystem are being adapted into a 
Ethereum-based Hyperledger, because of the last

changes in the crypto assets sector, a public ledger 

design is needed to enable a dependable investment

mechanism and to support the secure management of 
public data in order to take advantage of financial 

opportunities. Our goal is to build a system with the 

shared responsibility we promised required for

interoperable, immutable, and transparent system

Expanded Network Of Investments

GREENARK Platform will be a smart contract-based 
investment platform that will help many different 

businesses expand their valuable economics. Our 

goal is to foster a cleaner, greener ecosystem that 

encourages businesses to adopt a supply chain 
mentality that is both climate-conscious and 

responsible, and that prioritizes long-term 

sustainability when developing and implementing 

solutions. GREENARK Hemp business model will 
grow into new agricultural products and will initiate 

the new focus of the blockchainbasedinvestment  

platform for also renewable energy projects.



In 2017 Asia accounted for

nearly two thirds, 63 percent,

of the world’s hungry.

percent

Nearly 151 million children

under five, 22 percent, 

were still stunted in 2017.

percent

More than 1 in 8 adults

Is obese.

in 8

26 percent of workers are

employed in agriculture.

percent

1 in 3 women of

reproductive age is 

anemic.

in 3

63 1 2622 1

WHAT HAS CHANGED AND WHY ARE WE CONCERNED 
FOR THE FUTURE AS GREENARK NEXT GENERATION?
Hunger, climate change, and inefficient energy resources are diminishing the world's resources. In many 

nations, extreme hunger and malnutrition remain a formidable obstacle to progress. As of 2021, it is 
anticipated that 828 million people will be afflicted by hunger, frequently as a direct result of 
environmental degradation, mismanagement of supply chain, failure to share technology and money, 
drought, and biodiversity loss. Over 90 million children under five are critically underweight. In nearly all 
parts of Africa and South America, malnutrition and severe food insecurity appear to be growing.

INTRODUCTION



Agri-food systems account for one-third of all anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions globally, and there is a growing public demand for climate 

action. It is urgent to achieve food security while adapting to - and mitigating - climate change. The idea of climate-smart agriculture has developed 

into a practice used by various kinds of stakeholders around the world. GREENARK wants to connect hemp, agricultural products and renewables 

to climate action economywith its own expertise of smart farming application and investment platform matching investors and projects.

We proposeto work togetherto develop aSmartFarmingApplicationfor theGREENARKCommunityin orderto 

improve the production quality and efficiency starting with our hemp products, and we plan to allow subscribers, 

investors to makeuseofour AI-basedandIoT-supportedexpertise.

The amount of food in the world is decreasing,  

large capitalowners control miningopera  

agriculturalproducts,whichare inputsin many 

industries,need more watereveryday,new

ts are required to obtainmore stringent  

licenses,harmful chemicalsar

environment, and land qualityis declining. 

Inefficientbusinessmethodslock people in a 

vicious loop that no one deserves.

+10 +20 2050

Global net CO2 emissions 
must decrease by 45% 
between 2010 and 2030 and 
net zero by 2050 in order to 
keep global warming to 1.5C.

1/3

Climate pledges under
The  Paris  Agreement 
cover only one third of the 
emissions reductions 
needed to keep the world 
below 2°C.

$26 18

Million
By 2030, the energy industry 
alone will add over 18 million 
new employment, many of 
which will be dedicated to 
sustainable energy.

Celcius

As of 2021 humans are estimated 
to have caused approximately 
1.0°C of global warming above 
pre-industrial levels.

cm

Since 1880, sea levels have 
increased by roughly 20 cm (8 
inches), and by 2100, they are 
expected to increase by another 
30 – 122 cm (1 – 4 feet).

Trillion
Bold climate action could 
trigger at least US$26
trillion in economic
benefits by 2030.

WHY GREENARK ISINVOLVED IN CLIMATE ACTION INTRODUCTION- CLIMATE



HUNGER FACTS It is abundantly obvious that insufficient natural resources 

are becoming limited as a direct result of the poor 

management of supply networks. The legacy of scarcity will 

be passed down to subsequent generations until more 

effective trade mechanisms, manufacturing norms, and 

farming methods are implemented!

The average annual economic damages caused by 

climaterelated disasters are estimated to be in the

hundreds of billions of dollars. This does not even take into account 

the human toll taken by natural disasters, which are 91 percent at-

tributable to climate change and which, between the years 1998 

and 2020, were responsible for the deaths of 1.5 million people and 

injured 4.4 billion others. In order to meet the requirements of poor 

nations to simultaneously adapt to the effects of climate change 

and engage in low-carbon development, the goal intends to raise an 

amount equal to 100 billion dollars per year.
from climate-relateddisastersare in the hundreds

INTRODUCTION-SUPPLY CHAIN



CLIMATE FACTS

Despite all of these obstacles, Greenark is committed 

to doing what is best for all of the stakeholders and 

the communities we serve. While the anticipated 

transition in the crypto world is likely to result in a 

tightening of market demand, GREENARK is flexible 

enough to adapt by imitating nature, allowing it to 

progress and endure for the benefit of the 

environment.

GREENARK is here, a live and regenerating 

for a stronger stance, thanks to the newly 

projected blockchain investment platform,

smart farming partnership, 

and a low carbon economy approach

in smart farming. 

GREENARK is regenerating 

for a better stance.

INTRODUCTION- CLIMATE

UnitedNa ustainableDevelopment Goal



HOW GREENARK NEXT GENERATION 
SMART FARMING APPLICATION AND 
BLOCKCHAIN  INVESTMENT 
MODULE WILL WORK



BLOCKCHAIN
INVESTMENT
PLATFORM

BUSINESS MODEL FOR INVESTORS 
AND STAKEHOLDERS

Greenark is currently delighted to offer the global 
level partnership programs to its investors and 
stakeholders, a unique ecosystem with the 2-pillars 
partnership platform that we already started to 
construct and plan to embed into the wallet 
ecosystem.

SMART FARMING 
APPLICATION

With its strategy, Greenark remains committed to a 
planet that is more intelligent, environmentally 
sustainable, and prosperous. To demonstrate improved  
seed control for fundraisers and to entice people to take 
part in a green-collective power with decentralized 
infrastructure, we communicated our concept with 
Greenark through the inception of hemp growing.
Following extensive research, Greenark has decided to 
fund improvements to blockchain technology, 
decentralized payment systems, smart farming IoT 
management, the investment platform, and low carbon 
trading



GREENARK
SMART FARM MANAGEMENT



WHY DO WE NEED A SMART FARMING APPLICATION AND 
HOW WILL GREENARK WILL GROW HEMP AND OTHERS?

PILLAR 1- S M A R T F A R M IN G

Farmers will increasingly turn to "farm practices" as a result of increased environmental pressures like climate change and 

the economic impact of devastating weather events, as well as pressure from farmers' rising living standards and reduced 

chemical use and social pressures to efficient water use. Agriculture must embrace a digital revolution made possible by 

connection to counteract the pressures that are threatening to further shake up the business.

GREENARK SMART FARMING APP 
PARTNERSHIP
Every participant in a blockchain network can add new 

transactions and update existing ones. In an industry 

where it can be costly to collect such information,

it promises to be a reliable source of data on the current status 

of agricultural inventory and contracts.

Blockchain technology helps build trustworthy food supply chains 

and confidence between farmers and customers by tracing the origin

of agricultural products. Since it is a trustworthy means of storing data, 

it allows for the implementation of datadriven technology in

decision-making, hence facilitating the development of data-driven technologies that 

improve agricultural efficiency.

When used in tandem with smart contracts, it also 

facilitates instantaneous payments between parties, 

with the trigger being a change in data stored

in the blockchain.



The investment platform and effect tokenization of GREENARK will collaborate with

the smart farming application, which features smart farming (satellite-based AI, IoT early alert, adviser 

robot, food chain tracking, etc.) built-in. From crop selection to soil analysis, equipment sharing and 

investment platform to food authentication, you can design a system that verifies the conformity of 

foods with their label descriptions.

User Information

Field Information 

Field Activities 

Stations

Agricultural

Meteorological Data

Smart Irrigation

Storage Information 

Equipment Management 

Plant Catalog



SMART STATION

By collecting activity data and information from 

Agricultural Meteorological Stations, the system strives to 

cultivate fields in the most effective manner possible.

With the predefined agricultural warning criteria of the web-

based management tool, you may rapidly limit crop yield. With 

the Agricultural Warning Rules, you can define yourself on 

your mobile device, allowing you to monitor

the crop based on personalized rules.

METEOROLOGICAL DATA

Temperature

Air Humidity

Air pressure

Wind speed

Soil

Temperature

Soil Moisture 

Leaf Temperature 

Leaf Wetness

Plant Water

Consumption 

Solar Radiation Sensors

Real time and historical Data

At strategic places across the nation, Agrometeorologic Robotised Stations will 

be installed. Using the data collected by these stations, the following will be 

accomplished: Early Prediction of Crop Yield, Prediction of Regional

Harvest Dates, Developing a national agricultural early warning system, 

Monitoring of climate change and drought, monitoring of 

environmental pollution Can be attained

Instant Meteorological Data 
Last AgroMeteorological Data 
Weather forecast for 3 Days 
Over Temperature Warning 
Frost Temperature Warnning 
Agricultural Warning System 
Measurement For Irrigation 
Soil Measurement
Field Camera

PLANT CATALOG
Users will be able to monitor and execute the 

following actions on their fields using a mobile 

application that has detailed land information in 

parcels:

Plan Scientific Data 

Agricultural Warning 

Field Photos

Product Data



What should Isow this year?  
When should Ifertilize?

How much irrigation should Ido?  
Will i aplly to disinfectant accorg to what?

How efficient is my soil?
Did Imake money through sowing which Idid at last year? 

Who made money from our village last year? What were they planted? 
What has been planted in our village and neighboring villages in this year? 

Who made Money from our village at last year? What did they sow?

Farmers will be connected to each Expert at the point of their knowledge, and under

the supervision of experts, profitability will be ensured from planting to harvesting

Experts (Efficiency, Pest, Early Warning, location-based, product-based) will enter

data into the platform around-the-clock to keep system data current (Efficiency, Pest,

Early Warning, location-based).

Deep Learning and Artificial Intelligence will be utilized within the platform.

For certification purposes, investors and farmers will be paired using real-time data

tracking and food chain monitoring.



INVESTMENT SCORE - Decide For The Best Land To Invest

Investors and stakeholders of the GREENARK Next Generation will have the ability to decide 

on the Investment Accuracy. The comprehensive scoring analysis in accordance

with historical data, land analysis, field state, and cost effective AI analysis

Even if you choose not to participate in the Investment of Smart Farming, you will still 

be able to profit from the coins you currently possess. Earnings from subscribers will be 

distributed as a dividend in the form of an airdrop to coin holders on a regular basis.

ECOLOGIAL SCORE - Explore with the algorithm of ecological survey

Score will provide you with the goods that are most appropriate for your land. The 

subscriber members provide immediate information to the field expert according to the 

crop to plant. The field expert will then make contact with the relevant farmer and 

share the information with the farmer that will maximize the profitability of the crop 

according to the location of the crop to be planted, according to the sun view, and 

according to the irrigation system.



By integrating smart farming technologies,

GREENARK Next Generation will increase supply chain visibility for investors,

GREENARK will include the hemp products farming project earnings for GREENARK

Holders GREENARK Smart Farming will give farmers, manufacturers feedback on how their 

efforts are impacting the environment

Smart Farming will add farmers efficient and tracked production to supply chain

HOW WILL GREENARK NEXT GENERATION WILL EARN AND STAKE

 Investment projects will be commisioned by %3by GREENARK Community

 Coin holders also will be able to claim profit from their investment

 Smart Farming Application Subscription Fee Earnings will be shared by Airdrop of %5to Community.

 You can always trade your GREENARK Coin



GREENARK NEXT GENERATION
BLOCKCHAIN INVESTMENT MODULE



By digitizing the investment process and the subsequent agreement,

blockchain has the potential to "tokenize" renewable energy assets, smart 

contract supply chain efforts, or agricultural investments.

This will allow for digital issuance and trading to be possible. By doing so, it 

will be possible to build a digital fabric where asset owners can trade with 

individual investors in secondary markets and raise capital from private and 

institutional investors, thereby avoiding illiquidity problems.

This will be possible because private and institutional investors will have

access to the same information.

This will offer major benefits such as efficiency, a more smooth exchange of

value, and an easier path to investor engagement and diversity all along the

asset life cycle.

Trade and settlement 
are one and the same 
thing. This reduces 
anxiety about when an 
entity is going to get 
paid.

Blockchains can be 
scaled for large domains 
due to their decentral-
ized nature. They can 
also be customized to 
provide tailored 
solutions to end users.

Blockchains increase 
trust in transactions 
while being transparent, 
removing the need for 
an intermediary 
authority.

Blockchain allows for 
the generation of 
immutable records by 
providing the complete 
output of every 
transaction.

The information in a 
blockchain is stored 
across a network of 
computers rather than 
a single server. This 
changes how critical 
information is shared, 
preventing fraud and 
unauthorized activity.

Frictionless trades High scalability Mutual trust Verifiable records Security

GREENARK Next Generation

Blockchain Investment Module will dive into 700 

Billion USD market opportunity.

PILLAR 2 - BLOCKCHAIN INVESMENT
WALLET INTEGRATION



Some of the infrastructure constraints that have 

historically hampered crypto financial innovation are 

being removed as a result of recent developments

and applications of responsible start-ups or corporates.

The GREENARK Worldwide Expansion
complies with global targets for the effective and astute 

incorporationof investments in crypto assets.

By utilizing the self-auditability of blockchain technology, the 

platform will make it possible to match smart farming projects 

areas or renewable investments.

Our Iot based ledger will connect to renewable energy areas and 

will fund projects and share the earnings. We will also acept smart 

farming projects and will track the all activities until product is on 

the shelves.

Required Fund:  

Realized %:  

Project Detail:

CARBON OFFSETPROJECT

MyInvestment

Invest

Renewables  

Capture 

Removal

Invest

Donate

12.000

GREENARK

PILLAR 2 - BLOCKCHAIN INVESMENT
WALLET INTEGRATION

GREENARK blockchain-based financing network will enable the 

distribution and receipt of funding in digital currency from 

various investors, including individuals, corporations, and 

foundations, and even governments, to the recipients, while 

simultaneously boosting transparency.



Required Fund:  

Realized %:  

Project Detail:

12.000GREENARK

MyInvestment

Invest

Project Status  

Share %

Total Earnings of Project  

Shared Earning

Send to Main Wallet

MyInvestment

12.000
GREENARK

Wallet Activity GRC Settings

Smart Farm

Smart Invest

Smart Pay

GREENARK Welcomes the crowdfunding and 

crypto finance platform of agricultural projects. 

For farming with an efficient and direct finance 

you will be able to have the most possible 

outcome. Send your projects and select through 

the projects to invest and follow your

profit to grow.

MyFields

Smart Farm

Smart Invest

SmartPay

In the era following the end of feed-in tariffs, market platforms for energy attribute certificates that are based on blockchain 

technology might be used to stimulate the leveraging of renewable energy investment in order to establish an extra source of 

income for renewable energy projects.With the help of its open-source tool, blockchain technologycan be effectively leveraged in 

the markets for renewable energy sources.

By storing data inablockchain andutilizing smart contracts developed on the Ethereumblockchain andpublic ledger open source 

renewable smart meters, the GREENARKNext Generation blockchain-based system will make it simplier to link to renewable 

energy projects, or create carbon offset projects.The technologywill make it feasible to conduct peerto- peer transactionsaswell 

as smart contracts,whichare agreements that execute themselves automaticallywhen specific conditions are met.



Farm Owners

Farmers

Land 
Registration  

Records

Cooperatives  
and Other  

Buyers

Consumers

Blockchain can act as 
a trusted proof of 

ownership for assets, 
verified by other 
entities, reducing 

chances of disputes

Farmers can also 
enter into a smart
contracts to share 

land and assets 
registered by other 
users on blockchain

Equipment Owners  

and Contractors

Blockchain-based marketplaces 
allow better access among farmers 
and buyers. While buyers can gain 
access to the best produce, farmers 
benefit from improved transparency 
to get better value for their produce

Crop Insurance 
Companies

Smart contract-based 
crop insurance can 

safeguard small 
farmers against loss 

due to extreme 
weather conditions

Financial 
Providers

Financial providers can 
leverage the visibility 
into transactions and 

asset ownership data to 
offer  innovative 

financial solutions to 
both farmers and buyers

Blockchain also improves 
traceability, with 

consumers being able to 
track the origin of their 

product, while also helping 
companies to pin-point 

issues in case of a diease 
outbreak

Agricultural Investment with Projected GREENARK WALLET



Renewable Investment with Projected GREENARK WALLET



INVESTMENT PARTNERSHIP MODEL FOR GREENARK COIN HOLDERS

Regional 
Investments  

Earning

Global Level Inclusion

For Investing

Mobile App  
Earning

Smart Farming Application

Subscribers Profit Share 

Invest Into Projects

Investment 
Dividend From  

Blockchain 
Platform

Renewable Investments

Offer Lands

Smart Investment  
System

Carbon Offset

Project Pool

BLOCKCHAIN INVESTMENT MODULE

DOWNLOAD NEW WALLET THAT WILL BE SOON LAUNCHED 

YOU CAN SELECT PROJECTS TO INVEST AND STAKE

YOU CAN ENJOY DIVIDEND EARNING

YOU CAN TRADE GREENARK AFTER PUBLIC OFFER

Just you need ther download the wallet and you will select from the projects to invest or you will just hold the coin
and we will reward you with the smart application and investment module earnings.

As the number of users of the GREENARK DAPP increases, coin holders will be rewarded with a premium stake
payment. Each investor will own a piece of this precious asset, and the collective worth will increase as a result of
everyone's efforts.



GREENARK PROGRESS REPORT



 The production of hemp has been expanded into global partnerships, and 

we have also begun planning for a carbon offset scheme.

Thegoaloftheindustrial hempinvestment project

that weenvision is to develop arobust hemp industry with ahigh value 

added hemp product with native seed development. For that reason we 

have cooperated wıth a company that has 400 acres of pılot area for 

Partnerhip with Uzbekıstan government bodies.

 We have launched the Uzbekistan Blockchain Hemp Conference with 
many universities attendance for community development

 Another progress we look for is having hemp licencing iat 2nd country 
that will serve many areas of the textile, cosmetics and food industry with an 
efficient and feasible private sector investment, supply chain security,

andhigh-qualityproducts byutilizingblockchain newgenerationtechnologies.

 GREENARK has also launched an investment partnership in the United 
States for the purpose of cannabis trading, with the goal of exporting and 
importing products related to the hemp industry.

NEXT TARGET:

Hemp is not only a perfect example of an industrial plant but it is also the perfect example of how a plant can help to support a better climate 

action. By reducing the deforestation of lanDuring ds with a better recycling and also to act as a biofuel for better carbon emissions. Thus gives a 

new leverage to hemp production with a added value of carbon economy.

HEMP PROGRESS



GREEN CHAIN NETW ORK UPDATE

The Green Chain is a unique blockchain that has multiple layers for advanced IT 

implementation. Our Layer one allowed for transactions across our blockchain 

at warp speed. Our layer two solution enables users and developers to build 

dapps on top of our blockchain. This includes DEXs, Wallets, Yield Farms, NFTs,

Coins and even Blockchains. We have always promised to adapt GREEN CHAIN to 

be on a reliable ,traceable and auditable blockchain structure for renewable, 

green and regenerating economics. For this reason we will go for EVM connection 

and public ledger Q4 2024

CRYPTO PAYMENT GATEWAY

GREENARK has partnered with GRC Pay as a new generation financial technology that allows you to manage your financial assets through a

single application.During the pilot progress with our partners, we tested with many users the right infrastructure and invested into crypto-fiat

money systems. We will update the GRC Pay for a fiat crypto money transfer for a hybrid solution to adapt to new crypto world problems.

GREENARK would like to have a smooth transition to better payment systems that connect to smart regulations with digital fiat money of

countries.



The GREENARK economy will provide the best outcome to have a strong supply base 
with its participants and the development and strategic partners.

ANG – Agirgold New Generation

25 February 2024

25 February 2025

10.000.000.000

AGRIG TOKEN

Green Chain EVM Updated

1 Cents

Token Symbol

Token Sale Start

Token Sale End

Token For Sale

Specifications

Blockchain

Price Per Coin

GREENARK NETWORK

GREENARK will become an “Alternative Economy Token” capturing value from an 
interwoven web of aligned stakeholders by purpose and invested in next-generation 

products.

For this reason, we updated the supply and the per coin price of GREENARK to 1 Cents. 
Stakeholders coin number will be updated.

GREENARK NETWORK

PUBLIC SALE 10% 
FOUNDERS & TEAMS 10% 
PUBLIC PRESALE 20%
STRATEGIC - PARTNERSHIPS 45% 
DEVELOPMENT 20%

PRIVATE SALE 10%
AIRDROP 5%

Due to the expansion of the investment module, we 

decreased the number of founders and public sales 

and increased the number of strategic partnerships 

and technological development partnerships.



Q4 2024

Native Seed Improvement Finalize and Announce

First Phase of Smart Farming Implementation

Q1 2025

Cultivation of First Hemp Products

Smart Farm Application First Phase Finalise 

Hemp Markets Chain Design

Q2 2025

Green Chained Investment Wallet 

Hemp Products Electronics

Smart Farming Application 2nd Phase Finalize

Q3 2025

Expansion of Carbon Offset Projects Investment

Hemp Markets Franchise

Global Farming

GREENARK ROADMAP PROGRESS

GREENARK has finalized many of its promises and stays at the market

Q4 2023
Develop official and technological infrastructure 

Prepare lands and financial boards

Investments initialize

Q1 2024
Tier 1

Token 15% Pre ICO Sales

1st Region Crypto Exchange Launch 

Global Hemp Conference

Q2 2024
Tier 2 10% Stake

Public Launch – Due to efficient 

next generation platform

will be initialized Q1 2025


